
To the professional who has spent many years leading personal and professional teams, dedicating significant time and 
energy to the rethinking of a tool as basic as “the meeting” might feel rather pedestrian. What can be so complicated 
about gathering people who share a common goal? What makes meeting management so complicated is that they 
involve humans with complex human emotions. 

“Unfortunately, more often than not, meetings in companies turn into playfields for the egos that push the souls into hiding. Nobody 
likes losing an argument in public or seeing his point of view dismissed in a meeting with colleagues. To feel safe, some people seek to 
dominate the proceedings and others withdraw.” 1 

Acknowledging that we humans are complicated and that without the proper guardrails, meetings might devolve into 
shows of authority, artifice and ambiguity, we’ve compiled a handful of meeting best practices that we encourage you 
to try. If you’re leading an internal or informal meeting this week, introduce this suggested practices - or our Check-In 
/ Check-Out  practice - into your routine meeting format. As your team becomes comfortable with this new practice, 
continue gradually adding new practices - one by one - until your meetings become places where every team member 
feels comfortable voicing what they really care about and they’re driving your team closer towards your goals. 

——— 

For many people, the meeting represents a dangerous emotional minefield that provokes discomfort and anxiety. The 
way in which you open a meeting is a great opportunity to defuse these feelings for anxious team members. Instead of 
a formal throat-clearing or a roll-call, try one of these meeting openers: 

- One minute of silence to ground meeting participants in the moment. 
- A 1-minute reading (pre-selected and read by one of your team members) followed by 2-minutes of participant 

responses on the thoughts the reading has catalyzed. 
- A short joke that’s pre-selected and told by one of your team members. 

- To integrate the reading or joke practice in your upcoming meeting, you’ll want to give the presenting team 
member enough time to select and practice their reading/joke to avoid creating even more anxiety. 

- An invitation for participants to share a brief story of an instance when they recently thanked someone. 

Any one of these meeting-openers should help all attendees embrace the frame of mind that will allow for their more 
complete participation.
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